Scalability and availability are the key features of parallel database systems. To realize scalability, many dynamic load-balancing methods with data placement and parallel index structures on sharednothing parallel infrastructure have been proposed. Data migration with range-partitioned placement using a parallel Btree is one solution. The combination of range partitioning and chained declustered replicas provides high availability (HA) while preserving scalability. However, independent treatment of the primary and backup data in each node requires long failover times. We propose a novel method for the compound treatment of chained declustered replicas using a parallel Btree, termed the FatBtree. In the proposed method, a single Fat-Btree provides access paths to both the primary and backup data of all processor elements (PEs), which greatly reduces failover time. Moreover, these access paths overlap between two neighboring PEs, which enables dynamic load balancing without physical data migration by dynamically redirecting the access paths. In addition, this compound treatment improves memory space utilization to enable index processing with good scalability. Experiments using PostgreSQL on a 160-node PC cluster demonstrate the effectiveness of the high scalability and availability of our proposed method.
Introduction
The explosive growth of digital information together with the demand for its 24H on-line availability have generated interest in research on databases with high performance and high availability (HA), both of which are improved by the replication of distributed database systems on a sharednothing parallel infrastructure. However, adding more processor elements (PEs) to a shared-nothing parallel database system to increase system performance also increases the probability of faults in the system. Therefore, replication in parallel database systems has played an increasingly important role in ensuring availability while maintaining scalability. Here, scalability enables the database to grow while supporting an ever-increasing rate of throughput; availability enables the database to continue providing a full service without losing data when some parts of the system fail. Efficient accessing methods with skew-balancing ability and data replication with synchronization strategies are very important for achieving scalability and availability, respectively [1] . It has been proved that: consistency, availability and partition tolerance cannot be provided simultaneously in distributed systems, because providing guarantees for two properties will violate the guarantee for the third property [2] . Thus, in this work, we relax the requirement of partition tolerance since network partition is less common in parallel distributed databases, for which availability and consistency are more essential properties. However, since the publication of [3] , in which it is argued that systems with strong consistency have unstable behavior when scaled up, research interest has become focused on consistency and availability, leaving the scalability issue seldom addressed [2] , [4] . Existing replication databases fail to scale up, particularly at a high update rate, because of the high cost of data synchronization [5] . In addition, wellknown massive data centers for cloud-based applications, such as PNUTS [6] at Yahoo, Dynamo [7] at Amazon and BigTable [8] at Google, have adopted the strategy of sacrificing strong consistency for availability and scalability. This strategy benefits scalability, but the advantage of replication in gaining higher throughput is lost, because the replicas are not ready to be queried most of the time. Moreover, the advantage of replication in gaining higher availability may also be lost in the long run if strong consistency cannot be ensured [4] . Therefore, in this trade-off, a sacrifice of consistency or scalability does not have a dependable effect, and this has long been an obstacle to developing efficient replication techniques.
To address this problem, efficient data access methods guaranteeing consistency between replicas play an important role. Basically, there are two main methods of efficient data accessing in distributed systems: distributedhash-table (DHT)-based [9] and B-tree-based [10] methods. DHT-based methods can efficiently support exact-match queries but they destroy the semantics and locality of data objects and incur a high cost in the case of range queries. In contrast, B-tree-based methods with value-range partitioning schema can efficiently support range queries but suffer limited access-skew-balancing ability, data skews in the case of repeated updates and the overhead of intermediate-node management.
To provide fast and scalable data accessing for range partitioning, many B-tree-based parallel index structures have been introduced to access the data stored in a sharednothing environment [11] . However, these parallel indexes do not provide the dynamical access-skew-balancing ability required for high scalability. In addition, they do not conCopyright c 2011 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers sider index management on replica data for higher system availability. In this work, we provide dynamical accessskew-balancing ability within a parallel B-tree structure without introducing a high intermediate-node management overhead in a replicated system. By further overcoming the remaining problem in parallel B-tree structures mentioned above, our B-tree-based solution becomes superior to existing hash-based methods since it preserves efficient rangequery ability. Moreover, the availability in a replicated system is also improved by maintaining replica data using our index.
To increase availability in current parallel B-tree systems, data replication and an efficient failover process are required. In addition, the consistency between primary and replica data should be maintained to ensure immediate failover and data availability. However, as Gray et al. pointed out [3] , traditional replication schemes do not scale well. The reconciliation rate grows as the square of the number of replicas and the deadlock rate increases as the cube. Therefore, the chained declustering method [16] is adopted in our proposed database infrastructure to achieve a low degree of replication while realizing high availability and scalability compared with other methods [17] , [18] .
In this paper, we propose a database infrastructure for indexing range-partitioned data with a low degree of replication to achieve high scalability and availability without sacrificing data consistency. This paper makes the following contributions.
• To our knowledge, this is the first proposal to manage both primary and backup data within a single directory structure. Our proposed parallel B-tree provides dynamical load balancing and immediate failover ability with low intermediate-node maintenance cost. It also enables efficient data access and range queries.
• To our knowledge, this is the first range-partitionbased indexing method to implement HA capability in a chained declustering system. Although the capability of HA in chained declustering has been declared for decades [17] , [18] and range-partition-based indexes are highly suitable for chained declustering, no valid index has been proposed for the efficient accessing of replicas to improve availability and scalability.
• An efficient load-balancing algorithm is proposed to flatten access skew dynamically without data migration to enable high scalability, as well as an efficient failover algorithm to realize high availability without the cost of "promotion" backups.
• An efficient synchronization method for primary and replica data and their corresponding index are provided. The data consistency in our system is ensured through serialization criteria based on a variant of the concurrency control method that we previously proposed [23] , while the updates are synchronized on primary and replica data in the same order in an all-ornothing manner by adopting the nWAL-based commit protocol [24] .
• We evaluated our method on a PC cluster that consists of 160 nodes, each with an HDD and processor. The experimental results demonstrate all the above points.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the choice of data placement, the concept of the parallel B-tree and the method of nWAL are described in Sect. 2. Then, a basic infrastructure that straightforwardly combines these techniques with independent access paths for the primary and backup data is discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we propose a method of handling both primary and backup data by a single Fat-Btree to support efficient failover and load balancing, and the implementation details are described in Sect. 5. Experiments and results are reported in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, we describe some related research. The conclusions and future work are discussed in the final section.
Background
We briefly review three technologies for constructing scalable and available shared-nothing parallel databases: data placement strategies, parallel indexing structures and a synchronization method. Then, we give the assumptions and conditions employed in this paper before we describe our approach.
Data Placement Strategies
The shared-nothing configuration is generally used to achieve high performance in parallel database systems. This is because it consists of a set of independent PEs that do not share memory or disks so that the computational and I/O resources can be maximized. It is simple to speed and scale the system up to hundreds of PEs [21] .
Chained declustering [16] is a technique that offers both HA and good load balancing on shared-nothing parallel systems. In chained declustering, PEs in one relation-cluster maintain two physical copies of the relation, a primary copy and a backup copy. These two copies are declustered across the cluster by the same partitioning strategy. Because the corresponding fragments of primary and backup copies are stored on different PEs, no data is lost after a failure.
The selection of the data-partitioning strategy determines the availability and throughput of chained declustering data placement. Basically, there are three types of partitioning strategies [22] : hash, round-robin and valuerange partitioning. Hash partitioning is ineffective for range queries and does not scale up when the number of PEs increases [18] . Round-robin partitioning produces no skew but is ineffective for queries because it requires brute-force searches. Value-range partitioning can treat range queries and match queries efficiently but has a risk of skew during repeated updates.
Although each partitioning strategy has at least one significant limitation, overcoming the current shortcomings of one of the strategies will make it outperform the others.
Parallel Indexing Structures
As mentioned in Sect. 1, there are two main methods of distributed data accessing. DHT-based methods uniformly map nodes and data objects into a single ID space and each node is responsible for a specific range of the ID space. It balances the load among nodes and ensures an upper bound of required time log(n) (n is the number of nodes) to locate data objects [29] . Considerable effort has been devoted to supporting range-query applications in DHT-based systems [25] - [28] however, their efficiency is still limited as all systems require additional structures, which introduce an extra overhead. On the other hand, B-tree-based parallel indexing with efficient range-query capability, has been proposed for dynamic data management, high throughput and efficient data skew handling via index node migration [19] . However, it suffers from a high cost of updating the index structures and limited access-skew-balancing ability. Because both strategies have their advantages and disadvantages, the disadvantage of the B-tree-based parallel index can be reduced if its shortcomings can be overcome.
To reduce the update cost in parallel B-tree indexing, an update-conscious parallel B-tree structure, a Fat-Btree, has been proposed [12] . The formal definition of a Fat-Btree is given using the following notation. Each node of a tree is distinguished by its identifier i, and the level of node i is denoted by L(i). When node i is the parent of node j, P(j) = i and L(j) = L(i) + 1. Therefore, let S i be a set of PEs storing node i. Then, a parallel B-tree structure satisfying the condition S i ⊇ S j if i = P(j) is called a Fat-Btree structure. As shown in the four-PE Fat-Btree given as an example in Fig. 1 , multiple copies of index nodes close to the root node with relatively low update frequency are replicated on several PEs, while leaf nodes with relatively high update frequency are distributed across the PEs. Thus, the maintenance cost of the Fat-Btree is much lower than that of other parallel Btree structures. In addition, the Fat-Btree has a higher cache hit rate [12] and more efficient concurrency control protocols than other methods [30] .
nWAL-Based Synchronization Methods
Most replication databases employ an atomic commit pro- tocol (ACP), such as the two-phase commit (2PC), to ensure data consistency and transaction atomicity when there is any change that spans database sites. However, these protocols have high latency because of the message exchange overhead, forced log writes and so forth. Although these drawbacks have been mitigated to some extent, ACPs cannot yield satisfactory performance for chained replication systems without fully exploiting the features in this environment. For instance, the WAL [31] is widely used in database systems to ensure atomicity and durability. However, transactions have to be suspended for the forced log-write into stable storage before the new version can replace the previous one. In the case of replicated databases, this inefficiency is solved by the neighbor write-ahead log (nWAL) [20] .
Unlike ordinary WALs, the nWAL stores the log in the neighboring hosts' memory without a forced log-write or disk I/O. When a log-write becomes necessary in the distributed system, the log of the transaction is simply transferred into the memory of its replica nodes through the network. Furthermore, transactions are not committed until the neighboring node sends back a message to confirm the success of receiving the nWAL thus, the system always has the log saved before any transaction is committed. Although the overhead incurred in the nWAL includes the message exchange delay and the time required to store log records in the main memory, current high-speed networks can deliver the log record messages several orders faster than disk or memory I/O.
Moreover, for chained declustered replication systems, the nWAL is naturally suitable for guaranteing the consistency of primary and backup data. Because the transactions are committed until the backup has successfully received the nWAL, the backup can always be made consistent with the latest version of its primary data by using the nWAL whenever the primary data fails. Therefore, no particular synchronization messages in the replicated system are required. In addition, when the failure of either primary or backup data occurs during the commit process, no voting phase is required for a faster commit. We have proposed the BackupAssist-1.5-Phase (BA-1.5PC) [24] commit protocol, which efficiently performs nWAL logging and handles transaction failures in a chained declustering environment. It guarantees the consistency of distributed transactions, i.e., all sites participating in a transaction either unanimously commit or unanimously abort the transaction.
Assumptions and Conditions in This Paper
For the methods of ensuring system availability we discuss in this paper, we employed the following assumptions and conditions. 1). Failures can be detected by existing failure detection techniques, the discussion of which is beyond the scope of this paper. 2). All member PEs know the IP address of all other PEs and the relationship in their logical neighborhood, and it is assumed that membership management methods, such as group communication work well in our system. The parallel B-tree index in our approach is in charge of data location management and isolated from the process of membership management. 3). Primary and backup versions of the same data do not fail simultaneously.
A Straightforward Infrastructure
We present a straightforward infrastructure for our distributed replication database based on existing techniques and discuss its its advantages and disadvantages.
As mentioned in Sect. 1, the synchronization cost is the most serious obstacle to achieving high performance and scalability in replication databases unless the number of replica copies is reduced. The chained replication system only maintains one replica for each piece of data, thus easily achieving higher throughput, availability and stronger consistency than other replication schemes [17] , [18] . Therefore, we treat the chained replication scheme as the basic configuration in this work.
To provide a global access path for the primary data in a chained replication system, a parallel index structure is required. We adopt the Fat-Btree because of its low cost of concurrency control and high flexibility in compound treatment, as discussed in the next section. Alternative indexes are discussed later in Sect. 7.
On the other hand, the backup parts may also be indexed to speed up synchronization in most distributed databases. Because they are not required to serve queries when no failure or skew occurs, it is sufficient to maintain an independent Btree for the backup in each PE.
Implementation of IndepIndexCDR
We implemented a straightforward configuration with an independent index for chained declustered replication, named IndepIndexCDR, by using PostgreSQL and a Fat-Btree. Each PE has an instance of PostgreSQL with a part of the Fat-Btree (a subFat-Btree) to access its primary. Following the chained declustering strategy, the backup is located in its primary's right-hand neighbor and it receives the nWAL generated within each update transaction asynchronously from its primary.
An update operation in the Fat-Btree has to acquire the modification latches from the root index node to its target leaf index node. For the concurrency control in the FatBtree, a later update that conflicts with previous uncommitted updates in latch acquiring is postponed/restarted to acquire the corresponding index-nodes latches repeatedly. This nodes latching processing by using a concurrency control method [23] described briefly as follows.
For example, we assume that a transaction T 1 starts to be executed at PE 1 : it starts a process requiring the latch from the root node. The IX latch is first required in the upper-level index node and is released immediately once the IX latch of the lower-level index node is received success- fully. This latch requiring-releasing process continues from the root index node to the leaf index node where the target data locate, if all the intermediate index nodes in this process are not full. Then the update occurs at the leaf nodes after the X latch is acquired. Once there is a full intermediate index node in the process, the X latch is required on the parent of the full node to guarantee that the insertion of a new index pointer will not cause node-splitting to the upper-level index nodes. Note that, an intermediate index node may be replicated in the neighboring PEs, the transaction will restart if the X latch of this kind of index node are not received on all the neighboring PEs. Otherwise, T 1 will update the data on both PE 1 and PE 2 with the commit protocol BA-1.5PC [24] mentioned in Sect. 2.3 to guarantee the consistency of data. Figure 2 illustrates the system configuration. Each PE has an PostgreSQL instance to manage the local data. When a postmaster of the PostgreSQL receives a request from clients, it first consults the Fat-Btree to obtain the location of target data from its local sub-FatBtree. If the data is found in the local PE, the request is executed directly; otherwise, it is forwarded to the appropriate PE depending on the access path in the intermediate index nodes of the Fat-Btree between adjacent PEs. Note that for an update request, an nWAL message is sent to the backup node before the result is returned to the user. After the backup node receives the nWAL, it updates the backup data asynchronously using the local Btree index on the backup data. In the case of failover or load balancing, the backup is able to take over the load from the primary after it finishes the transactions remaining in its nWAL.
Scalability in IndepIndexCDR
Because of the low degree of replication in IndepIndex-CDR, the number of synchronization transactions is greatly reduced. Moreover, unlike the original chained replicated structure in [17] , [18] , in which only the head and tail PEs accept query and update requests, IndepIndexCDR can access any data item in primary storage from any PE through the Fat-Btree; thus, the overhead for handling client requests is dispersed over all the PEs. Therefore, IndepIndexCDR should have good scalability. We will report a quantitative experimental evaluation of this later in Sect. 6.3.
Availability in IndepIndexCDR
Almost all the replication databases claim failover capability, but the recovery time is seldom discussed. A metadata server is usually required in many systems, which introduces a possible bottleneck and a single point of failure, while no central node is required in IndepIndexCDR. In addition, the nWAL ensures no data loss whenever a failure occurs.
However, this structure has its weak points. As the backup data are not indexed within a parallel index, they are not directly accessible from other PEs to share the workload if the primary data is overloaded. In the case of failover in IndepIndexCDR, the surviving backup data is also not accessible via other nodes through the parallel index. To make the backup accessible through the parallel index, additional processes are required, such as merging the Btree of backup data with the subFat-Btree of the primary data, or dumping the backup into the primary to build a Fat-Btree for both data. These "promotion" processes will obviously increase the failover time since they are very time-consuming.
Compound Treatment
Here, we propose our method of overcoming the above disadvantages of IndepIndexCDR while retaining its advantages.
As mentioned above, this system can be improved if the primary and backup are managed by a single parallel index. Fortunately, chained declustered replication places the continuous fragments in a range of partitions as a primary for the current PE and a backup for its neighbor. As shown in Fig. 3 , there are two subFat-Btrees to manage the primary and backup data on each PE. Because the data are declustered and range-partitioned, they are coupled so that they exist in the Fat-Btree structure without any intersection. Since the compound subFat-Btree on one PE also has the overlapping intermediate paths to its neighboring subFatBtrees, similarly to the original Fat-Btree, it provides an access path from the root node to all primary and backup data located in any PEs. Therefore, an independent B-tree for the backup data is no longer required. We name this configuration compound-index chained declustered replication or CompIndexCDR. Figure 4 shows an example of this configuration. The 3 and a dashed-dotted line for PE 4 . Note that intermediate nodes may have pointers to copies of their leaf nodes located in other PEs. For example, the copy of node "1, 10" in PE 2 has a pointer to the leaf nodes "1, 7" and "10, 16" in PE 1 and the leaf node "10, 16" in PE 2 . These overlapped intermediate paths allow any data to be traced in the system from the root index.
As shown in the lower part of Fig. 4 , each PE has two subFat-Btrees, one for its backup (left) and one for its primary (right). For the same volume of data, they may have a similar index structure and intermediate nodes in their primary and backup PE, such as PE 1 's primary index and PE 2 's backup index. Also, each index node may have pointers to its child nodes located in PE 1 's primary index and PE 2 's backup index.
The purpose of these duplicated pointers is to maintain the overlapped paths enabling the access of backup data by the compound Fat-Btree. An example of overlapped paths for data in the range 31-40 is shown in Fig. 5 . In this figure, the root node "1, 20, 46" has paths to all the copies of the second-level node "20, 31", and all the copies of this second-level node have a path to the same data replicas lo- cated either in the primary or backup's leaf nodes. To distinguish these pointers, we store them with different flags, such as P and B, in the intermediate index nodes where they are located. Ordinarily, transactions are carried out using the pointers that are marked with flag P to access the primary data. Note that the transactions started by the nWAL manager are local synchronization updates: they only use the index pointers marked by flag B. In addition, these pointers are kept available during SMOs by referencing all the SMOs in any participating primary PE to its backup PE. We describe the intermediate-path maintenance process later in Sect. 4.3.
Our method does not introduce any additional overhead for keeping the backup index up to date, even though indexing the backup for efficient synchronization is very common in other replication databases. We also show that the doubled index size of CompIndexCDR does not reduce the throughput in Sect. 6.3.
Availability in CompIndexCDR
The time-consuming promotion process described in Sect. 3 is no longer necessary in CompIndexCDR. In practice, we only switch the flag values between P and B, or modify the indexes of adjacent PEs where intermediate nodes have overlapped with the failed PE to the flag value P/B.
For example, if PE 3 fails, the new primary location information need only be modified in PE 2 and PE 4 , which have intermediate paths with PE 3 . In this case, PE 2 and PE 4 will recovery data records 31-45 failed on PE 3 by redirecting the requests for these data to their backup copies stored on PE 4 . Then, the flags of the intermediate nodes that covered this range of data records will switch in two steps:
Step-A: switch the flags of the lowest level of intermediate nodes that is corresponding and closest to these data between P and B; 2.
Step-B: modify the flags of the upper level of intermediate nodes having child nodes that are switched in
Step-A by the following rules:
• if all the child nodes of this upper node are modified in
Step-A, then switch the flag between P and B; • if the original flag in the upper node is the same as that of the modified leaf node in Step-A, then do nothing; • otherwise, modify the flag to P/B, which means that some of its child nodes are stored as primaries while others are stored as backups.
According to this process, the node (B, 31, 40) in PE 4 is first changed into (P, 31, 40) because the data records 31-45 in the backup of PE 4 have to act as primary data. On the other hand, the node (P, 20, 31) in PE 2 has its intermediate path to the (B, 31, 40) in PE 4 as shown in Fig. 5 . Because it also has part of child nodes located at the local primary without flag switching, its flag becomes (P/B, 20, 31). Similarly, 4 , requests for the data in the range of 31-45 will be forwarded to there. Note that, in contrast to the load balancing we describe later, there is no new backup data generation in the system, thus the "update" on the new primary does not write to the backup. However, after the failed PE 3 is exchanged with a new one, the new backup's location will be registered. We verified that this failover process is much quicker than that of IndepIndexCDR, and a comparative experiment is presented in Sect. 6.4.
Scalability in CompIndexCDR
Load skew in a value-range partition greatly degrades system scalability [21] , and balancing the skew by data migration takes a long time and destroys the efficiency of load balancing [35] . A declustering replication scheme [16] only provides the capability of balancing skew without data migration. As far as we know, no practical implementation of this capability has been provided. Moreover, the previous works on chained declustering required a centered metadata server, which decreases system availability. In contrast, in CompIndexCDR, no center node exists and the backup is able to share the workload with its primary PE by a simple modification.
Let us consider an example of the four nodes in Table 1. The load can be balanced without data migration if the query frequency for data on PE 1 , PE 3 and PE 4 is α, while the query frequency for data on PE 2 is no more than 2α. We also assume that P i and B i (i ∈ [1, 4] ) in the table represent the same amounts of data. We assume that the query frequency is known merely for convenience, because many methods have been proposed for obtaining this information of any PE without any centered nodes, and [37] is one of them which is suitable for the Fat-Btree.
First, we assume that the workload consists of "allread" transactions. The balanced placement is shown in Table 2. Our load-balancing process involves switching the primary and backup locations on these nodes by exchanging the flags from P to B, or B to P, in the corresponding adjacent PEs. Thus, requests are forwarded to the new primary location by following the index pointers with flags switched to P.
For simplicity without losing generality, we give expressions used to calculate the amount of load transfer. We assume a chained declustering system with n nodes, where PE 0 has a skew load of X(≤ 2) while all the other nodes have the same load of l. An evenly balanced load in the system will be x−1+n n , thus PE 0 will transfer a load of (xx−1+n n ) to its neighbor and retain the average load x−1+n n in itself. A similar process will be carried out across the cluster, in which PE i will transfer a load of (x−1)×(n−i−1) n to its neighbor (1 ≤ i ≤ (n − 1)). Note that the balanced access load on the primary of each PE is the same, in Table 2 , Regarding "all-update" transactions, our method still balances the skew with the same placement as that in Table 2. Note that each piece of data still retains a copy of its backup by changing the "old primary" into a "new backup" in its neighbor, for example, It is obvious that update transactions will update both the primary and the backup; thus, the amount of transactions on each node in our system will not change even if the placement in Table 2 is adopted when the transactions are "all-update". However, because the backup is updated asynchronously in our system, the overhead on the backup part can be alleviated if we decelerate its update rate and preserve unexecuted updates as nWAL record until the overhead is remitted, which has been verified to be the most efficient method for data synchronization in chained declustering systems [36] . Therefore, small load skews (i.e., a skew of 2α after a node fails) can easily be balanced without data migration.
Nevertheless, data migration is still necessary when the skew is more than 2(n−1) n−2 α (n is the number of PEs). However, even in these cases, the proposed method is able to halve the skew immediately and reduce the data migration cost. This is because, even without further load transfer to evenly balance the skew across the cluster, the skewed node is able to share half of the workload with its neighboring replicas. In addition, during data migration for load balancing, the performance of the skewed node will be further decreased; however by sharing the migration load with replicas, this migration cost is also reduced on the skewed node.
Index Maintenance in CompIndexCDR
In CompIndexCDR, ensuring the index consistency between primary and backup becomes more important. In contrast to IndepIndexCDR, maintaining index consistency seems difficult in CompIndexCDR, because there are more overlapped intermediate index nodes and intermediate paths requiring the consistency maintenance of any neighboring nodes. However, this task can been divided into two phases. In the first phase: potentially conflicting transactions that may cause the modification of the same intermediate index nodes are avoided from being executed concurrently, neither in the primary nor the backup. In the second phase, the possible modifications on overlapped index nodes are propagated and synchronized in all participating PEs.
In the first phase, it appears that the backup index should start the same IX/X-latch-requiring process that occurs on the primary index at same time to avoid the concurrent execution of any transactions that may cause conflicts on the intermediate index nodes at the backup PE. However, this is not necessary because the primary and backup contain the same data and their corresponding subFat-Btree index structures are also the same. Any conflicting transactions in the X-latch-requiring process on the primary index also conflict on the backup index when these transactions are carried on the backup data for primary-backup data synchronization. Therefore, the original concurrency control method [23] is still effective in CompIndexCDR. In addition, the same index structures on the primary and the backup data is guaranteed by executing those conflicting transactions in same order and using the atomic commit protocol [24] .
In the second phase when a transaction successfully obtains all the X latches required, it sends the nWAL and starts the modification locally as a host PE. All the participating PEs, including the backup, split their specified node and send back the pointer of the newly created node to the host PE. The host PE manages the sets of pointers received and propagates new pointer information to update them in the participating PEs and backup index. Note that in the original Fat-Btree, interleaved index modification occurs at a very low rate. Only the intermediate index nodes that have a pointer to a neighboring node require this synchronization. In contrast, in CompIndexCDR, as shown in Fig. 5 , the intermediate paths are maintained on each level of the index nodes, thus causing higher synchronization rates between the primary and backup indices during updates, which means that the primary and backup are not able to be executed asynchronously.
However, the maintenance of index nodes at every level is not necessary in practice. To support failover in CompIndexCDR, maintaining only the first-level intermediate path is sufficient to transfer the load between the primary and the backup, as shown in Fig. 5 . In addition, high-level intermediate nodes have a lower index modification and synchronization cost during updates on the primary and backup. Maintaining a deeper interleaved path is only meaningful for higher load-balancing flexibility. Because at a greater depth, the parent index node at primary points to a greater fanout of child index nodes for the same amount of backup data, thus more meticulous load-balancing ability is possible by redirecting the skewed load to the backup by modifying a precise number of flags of intermediate paths. Theoretically, if there are sufficient tuples, for the depth h of the intermediate paths we maintained, in an N-node system, the number of available paths (index pointers) available from a h node level in the primary to a level h+1 node in the backup is ( f anout h+1 ) N . In addition, the primary and backup only have to execute index node synchronization concurrently when the current update causes the SMO of index nodes higher than h. Otherwise, the backup can be updated asynchronously since there is no need to synchronize the SMOs with the primary when the same update is executed. Therefore, during the Xlatch-requiring process, when the primary only requires the X latch on the index nodes below level h, it will not force its backup to commit the same transaction before itself.
In our CompIndexCDR implementation, we maintain two levels of intermediate paths with the index fanout number equal to eight. The smallest transformable load unit between the primary and backup is about 1 8 , even when N is as large as 64. This unit is transferred by modifying any one of the flags of an intermediate path between the primary and backup. The experimental results in Sect. 6 show that the cost of our method of index maintenance does not significantly decrease system throughput, while achieving high scalability and availability.
Details of System
We provide some detailed descriptions of our system here.
System Architecture and Query Processing Flow
In CompIndexCDR, the database is distributed by storing the data pages into the leaf nodes of a Fat-Btree, which is managed by multiple PEs. Each PE is responsible for processing the corresponding tuples stored in it. As shown in Fig. 6 , the data page located in each node is stored at the leaf nodes of the local subFat-Btree. The buffer manager (Buf.Mgr.) is in charge of importing and exporting these data pages between the memory and the Fat-Btree. The postmaster is in charge of receiving and replying to clients' requests. The Pgsql backend (PgsqlBE) and communication manager (Comm.Mgr.) are in charge of fetching the local data page and the communication with other PEs, respectively. The primary/backup register (P-B Reg.) is in charge of recording the primary and backup locations and The query process is listed below, assuming that PE m receives the request and PE n stores the target data, as in Fig. 6. 1.
Step 1. The postmaster on PE m extracts the key upon receiving the request and traces this key value in the index by using FBT.Mgr. and forwards the request to the target PE by using Comm.Mgr. 2.
Step 2. When the client's request arrives at PE n , PgsqlBE is launched to process it. If the request is not "select", goto step3; else goto step4. 3.
Step 3. FBT.Mgr makes an inquiry of P-B Reg. to check if there are changes in the primary and backup addresses of the target page and to choose the intermediate index to be used. The nWAL is sent to the backup node by the local Comm.Mgr and waits for the reply. The Comm.Mgr on backup node registers the nWAL in the local nWAL manager and replies to PE n . PE n waits until it receives the response, then goto step4. The nWAL manager in the backup node starts synchronizing those corresponding intermediate index nodes. 4.
Step 4. PgsqlBE first accesses the buffer, which caches the most recently accessed data page using Buf.Mgr, to search for the target page. If it fails, the target data page is fetched by scanning the local Fat-Btree. 5.
Step 5. The target page is loaded into the buffer to obtain the target tuple from the page. The result is returned to the client through the local Postmaster. 6.
Step 6. Write back the page.
The pages in the buffer that have been modified are marked with checkpoints, and Buf.Mgr modifies the FatBtree when these pages are removed from the memory.
Compound Fat-Btree Handling
As its characteristic of range partition, our compound FatBtree doubles the data storage range in each PE and indexes the overlapped data with adjacent PEs. As shown in Fig. 7 , in contrast to the intermediate nodes of the previous Fat- Btree, shown as gray single-dot-dashed lines, the compound Fat-Btree must also maintain new links, as shown by black double-dot-dashed line, to form an intermediate path from the primary data to its backup in other PEs. For example, index node (20) at (P, 20, 31) in PE 2 now has two pointers, one to its local leaf node, the other links to the replica leaf node locates in PE 3 and points to the backup data there; however, index node (31) need not maintain this extra pointer, the original intermediate path in Fat-Btree is sufficient.
"P-B Reg" is used to manage the flags. The logic primary and backup access paths are changed by exchanging "the flag" in these pointer records. Note that the lowest granularity of the new primary and backup is not modified tuple by tuple but as records for several continuous data ranges under some intermediate index nodes. By modifying "the flag" in these intermediate index nodes, a range of data stored as the "primary" or "backup" in each PE can be dynamically exchanged. However, so as not to disarray the replication placement, all the PEs that contains the replicas of the modified intermediate index node should reset "the flag" simultaneously, such as the neighbor PEs pointed by the pointers on the edges of Fig. 7 . Therefore, each data has only one copy of primary and backup in the system.
Load Balancing and Failover Algorithm
Because of the limitation to the length of this paper, we provide the pseudo-code for the load-balancing and failover algorithms here.
The load-balancing algorithm in CompIndexCDR is shown in Fig. 8 . First, a primitive method is used to find the skews in the system. This method continuously forwards a list that contains the volume of recent queries in every PE. Each PE places its recent query volume into its corresponding entry in the list and forwards the list to the next PE. If the volume on any PE exceeds some threshold above the average amount of queries in the list, the PE starts load balancing.
For example, consider the balancing of the skewed load as in Table 1 . PE 2 receives the load list and calculates the average load from the records in the list as 1+2+1+1 4 . We assume that the threshold here is (n−2) (n = 4), the skew can be balanced without data migration. Then a new primary placement pp [n] is calculated using the mathematical expression provided in Sect. 4.2, and the same result as instructed in Table 2 is obtained. Finally, all the PEs in pp [n] are notified to switch the role of the corresponding data between the primary and backup by sending the corresponding data range in the related "P-B Reg.".
The failover algorithm in CompIndexCDR is shown in Fig. 9 . As stated in Sect. 2.4, we assume that the failure can be detected in the system and that all the remaining nodes are notified once the failure is found. The replica node of the failed node acknowledges the failure message and starts the failover process. By referring to the load trans- form expression in Sect. 4.2, the new amount of primary data is calculated and modified by a similar process using the load-balancing algorithm above. The current PE sends the failover message to start the process on its replica PE, with the parameter j transferred. The last PE (another neighbor of the failed PE), will stop the process since the value of j that it receives is larger than N.
Experiments
It is difficult to provide direct comparisons with former studies because, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work exists that manages both the primary and backup within a single directory or analyzes the failover efficiency issue in a chained declustering database or even partialreplicated databases. Therefore, we compare our work with the well-known Postgres-R (PG-R), MySQL+proxy and HBase replication DBMSs instead. The naive straightforward structure IndepIndexCDR is also evaluated to demonstrate the higher scalability and availability of our proposed approach.
Experimental Setup
The experimental system was implemented on a 160-node PC cluster system, and the experimental environment is summarized in Table 3 . We used continuous integers to act as the primary key in each PE in these experiments.
Comparison with Other Full/Partial Replication Databases
We first compare the performance of CompIndexCDR with multiple-replication DBMS PG-R, MySQL+proxy and HBase to assess the performance of our system. PG-R [39] was the first significant research prototype with fully functional database replication mechanisms based on an open-source database. MySQL+proxy is another fullreplication database with an independent proxy node to provide load-balancing ability. HBase is an open-source, distributed database modeled after Google's Bigtable; it provides BigTable-like capabilities and has attracted much interest among the distributed database community. Although these systems use different configurations for their replication strategies, what we focus on here is a comparison between full/partial replication with our approach.
Here, full replication, means that the data stored in the the whole distributed system are fully copied into every individual node in the system such as the data distribution in Postgre-R and MySQL+proxy. Because each node has a full copy of data, read transactions on each node are able to be responded to immediately without remote communication. However, such systems suffer from a heavy update cost of the synchronization of all the copies in the system. Figure 10 (a) shows the effects of the update cost discussed above. In these experiments, we adopted exactly the same configuration as that in [39] . The five or ten nodes each store 8,000 tuples, and 40 clients are evenly distributed to query the systems with different workloads as shown in the figure. Although Postgres-R (PG-R) has better "all-read" performance than CompIndexCDR, its worse "all-update" performance makes PG-R have the lowest overall performance. This is because even a moderate number of updates saturate seach node with the "writeset" [39] .
In contrast to PG-R, MySQL+proxy adopts a centered proxy node for load balancing and read/write splitting. The queries are carried out only on slave nodes, and updates are started from master nodes and then propagated to all the slave nodes asynchronously for data consistency. This centered metadata management method is an easy and efficient method for load balancing; however, it limits the scalability as shown in Fig. 10 (b) . In this two-and four-node configuration, we adopt MySQL5.0+proxy0.8 with each node containing 10,000 tuples; increasing the number of client threads obviously saturates the proxy node's memory and the CPU capability with the load transfer and split overhead, thus resulting in very limited scalability.
According to the above experimental results, the fullreplication system is only useful for query-intensive applications. It is also inefficient when adopting centered metadata management methods for transactions or consistency control.
The recently released HBase-0.20.2 is adopted to make the third comparison. It is a type of partial-replication system in which the whole data stored in the system are split into several fragments and each node contains part of these fragments with some degree of data replication. It runs on our cluster system which is based on Hadoop-0.20.1 and jdk1.6.0.18. We used the default settings in HBase and Hadoop throughout the experiments, except for changing the replica degree to two, which is the same as that in our system. We choose HBase for this comparison because it is one of the few open-source systems that also support partial partitions similarly to CompIndexCDR. Although HBase is designed for superior unstructured data retrieval in (key, value) pairs without range-query support, it is still meaningful to compare the read/write scalability with rowbased relational DBMS like our system, because both sys- tems should efficiently support exact queries and updates. The number of the "datanode" in our experiment is limited to 32 because the software in current computation clouds typically uses significantly fewer datanodes. For example, the default number of datanodes in Amazon applications is 20 [38] .
In the experiment, the dataset contains 10,000 tuples with 4 KBytes of data in each tuple with two columns. There is one client on each node to perform "all-read" transactions to access tuples with their key value. The results are shown in Fig. 10 (c) . We do not provide "all-update" results here because they are almost the same as those shown in Fig. 10 (c) . The figure shows that the column-oriented DBMS with BigTable has better performance for a small number of nodes. However, our system outperforms it with increasing number of nodes owing to its better scalability.
We can conclude from these experiments that for applications that involve even a moderate ratio of updates and require high scalability, CompIndexCDR outperforms the full-replication PG-R, MySQL+proxy and partialreplication HBase systems. The full-replication solution is only superior for "all-read" cases. For HBase which also adopts partial replication, the scalability decreased more rapidly than our system with increasing number of nodes. This is because it is based on the centered namenodes for metadata management in the HDFS.
Throughput Comparison
We compare the throughput and verify the scalability of our two structures taking into account their different indextraversing costs. The cost mainly consists of intranode and internode traversing costs. The former is the cost of traversing a local index; this cost is greater for larger datasets. The latter is the cost of locating remote data as well as maintaining the distributed index; the low internode cost is one of the strengths of our index. Because the throughput only reflects the total traversing cost and huge datasets have an increased intranode cost in both systems, a small dataset will show the difference in the internode cost more clearly. In addition, a small dataset will cause a high number of index-latching conflicts and require more intermediate-node synchronization operations. To evaluate the performance of CompIndexCDR more clearly, we initialize each PE with a small dataset of 10,000 tuples, with each tuple having 134 bytes.
In the experiments, each PE receives requests from its client nodes simultaneously; the key in each request is generated randomly from the whole data range. For the case of 64 PEs, these queries are as follows: key = random(1, 640000); select* from table where id = key; update table set value += 1 where id = key. We do not use complex queries here because we focus on the index cost. In addition, each client sends 20 transactions in series to a PE and has a private thread on the target PE to process his requests. Figures 11 (a), (b) show the scalability of our systems with 32 clients on each node. Figure 11 (a) illustrates the all-read case. The performances of these two structures are almost the same and their scalability is reasonably good. The throughput increases by about 80% when the number of PEs is doubled. The missing 20% may result from the increasing amount of network communication caused by the increased number of remote transactions in the larger system. Figure 11 (a) also shows that although the index size of CompIndexCDR is twice that of IndepIndexCDR, their throughputs are almost the same. The reason for this may be that the backup is not accessed; thus, both systems have similar memory hit rates. Figure 11 (b) shows that CompIndexCDR has better scalability for an "all-update" workload. This may be because the backup in IndepIndexCDR is updated by an independent B-tree, while it is accessed within one compound index in CompIndexCDR, therefore the index is not switched in memory. We perform a mixed read/write workload experiment on a 16-node configuration. The result in Fig. 11 (c) verifies that the mixed transaction performance is generally between those of "all-read" and "all-update" throughput. The throughput decreases when the percentage of updates increases in the case of a mixed workload. We do not provide further mixed workload results in other experiments, since this experimental result can be used as a reference. Figure 12 (a) shows the throughput and response time of CompIndexCDR in the case of 64 PEs with various numbers of clients per node. We omit the results for other sizes, because they are almost the same. As the figure shows, the throughput of CompIndexCDR increases with the number of clients. When each node has 32 clients, the growth of throughput is moderate at a stable value that is defined by the limitations of the CPU and I/O performances in our cluster system. On the other hand, the response time also increases with the number of clients, which is normal in DBMSs and is usually solved by adding more PEs to distribute the workload. Figure 12 (b) shows the trend of the response time as the number of PEs increases. For a fixed workload with a total of 256 clients, the response time is effectively reduced because these requests are evenly distributed after new PEs are added.
The range-query performance in the current system is examined using the results shown in Fig. 13 . In this four-node configuration experiment, each node has from 2 to 32 clients. Every client starts a range query to retrieve 30 tuples, on average one at a time, or an exact update request immediately after his previous request is responded to. As shown by the all-range query results, although its throughput is less than the exact query, it fetches tuples about ten times quicker than exact query. However, when range queries and updates are executed concurrently in equal proportions, the throughput does not exhibit the same ratio of integration because of the time lag between conflict read/write operations. In addition, we note that the gap lock is currently not yet implemented in our concurrency control method; thus, phantom records are not protected in the case of querying a range of tuples located in multiple leaf nodes concurrently with update transactions. We plan to resolve the above problems by implementing a gap lock or multiple-version-based snapshot isolation to improve concurrency in our future work.
Failover Time Comparison
In this experiment, we used four PEs, each with 10,000 tuples and each serving two users. When a PE fails, we dump the backup into the primary and rebuild the Fat-Btree for the data for IndepIndexCDR, and we adopt the failover described in Sect. 4 for CompIndexCDR. In Fig. 14 (a) , "normal" stands for the time required to initialize 10,000 tuples in one PE. "failover in Indep" stands for the time taken by IndepIndexCDR to prepare a new primary. "Failover in Indep" is much larger than "normal" because the PE must process ordinary requests while making the new primary. As the graph shows, the failover in CompIndexCDR takes less than 2 s, which is much shorter than the time for IndepIndexCDR. We also examined the throughput during failover. Figure 14 (b) shows that the throughput decreases only slightly during failover.
We do not provide a comparison of failover performance between our system and Postgres-R or MySQL+proxy. Because these two systems adopt the fullreplication scheme. Postgres-R maintains all the replication locations in each PE whose location is transparent to users by adopting a JDBC driver for data connection; MySQL+proxy maintains the replication locations using the centered node Proxy to balance and transfer user requests. Thus, both the JDBC driver and the Proxy Postgres-R provide failover ability by transferring the connections from failed nodes to any remaining nodes. These methods work but introduce the SPoF of the centered nodes in both systems. Here we compare IndepIndexCDR with CompIndex-CDR to evaluate the performance for failover without the participation of centered nodes. We assume there is only one node failure, and failover is viewed as the complete construction of a Fat-btree on surviving replicas in IndepIndex-CDR and the redirection of the access path in CompIndex-CDR.
Load Balance Comparison
In this experiment, we used four PEs, each with 10,000 tuples and serving 32 users. 40% of the requests access the data in one PE and the other three PEs share the remaining 60%, i.e., the same skew as that in Sect. 4.2. Figure 14 (c) shows that this skew decreases the throughput in "all-read" and "all-update" by 25% and 15%, respectively. After using the balancing method in Sect. 4.2, the throughput in "allread" is almost the same as that in "no-skew", and the "allupdate" is also much improved, which verifies the effectiveness of load-balancing as argued in Sect. 4.2.
We do not provide a comparison of the load-balancing performance of our system with that of other database systems, because the Postgres-R used for comparison in this paper does not yet support load balancing. Many fullreplication DBMSs including MySQL+proxy and HBase, provide load-balancing ability with good performance. However, they use either a center node proxy, which is verified to cause a bottleneck and an SPoF that itself reduces system scalability and availability, or data migration, which also introduces a high cost during the balancing process. Unfortunately, all other open-source partialreplication DBMSs, as far as we know, do not support "loadbalancing".
Related Work
To reduce the synchronization cost in a synchronous replication system, different database isolation techniques other than serializability have been introduced [32] , [33] to increase the concurrency of transactions; different commit protocols other than 2PC have been proposed [24] , [34] to shorten the commit time and reduce the messages traffic; and the "write set" concept has been introduced to reduce the synchronization cost of a given update in multiple slaves [34] . Moreover, partial replication has also been introduced to reduce the synchronization cost and increase the efficiency of disk space usage [5] , [34] . However, synchronous replication databases, for example, the wellknown Postgres-R, still have a high synchronization cost as shown in Fig. 10 ; although partial-replication databases, which require prior knowledge of the data distribution over the replicas, maintain at least one site containing the whole database, even a few updates cause many updates which force other transactions to be aborted [40] . The asynchronous replication strategy, which trades consistency for performance, is an alternative. However, it causes data loss during a failover.
To rapidly recovery damaged data, the primary-backup approach has been studied. Teradata's interleave declustering strategy can provide an immediate load and space balance after failure [41] , but there is a high probability of data loss when the clustering unit becomes large and it is only able to work with data sets that are hash-partitioned. Gamma [42] uses the chained declustering strategy to handle range partitioning and reconcile HA with balancing loads during failure. Hot mirroring [43] and HP's AutoRAID [44] suggest the possibility of a hybrid method based on parity-based and primary-backup approaches.
To provide an efficient access method for a declustering database, various parallel index structures have been proposed [11] - [13] . In all these structures, every PE can store data, perform similarity queries simultaneously, and autonomously split and distribute data over several PEs at any time, thus the system scalability is improved. In addition, hotspots or centred nodes are avoided, thus the system availability is also improved.
Considerable work has been carried out on providing dynamic skew handling with index structures. In [45] , two alternatives are studied for performing the necessary index modifications, called one-at-a-time (OAT) page movement and BULK page movement. However, both techniques depend on conventional B-tree algorithms, which may lead to a considerable SMO cost [13] . [14] presents a fast convergence technique for handling access load skew in rangepartitioned databases over share-nothing parallel systems. The RING method [15] using a circulating aBtree is an elegant solution for reducing the quantity of data migration during load balancing.
Unfortunately, all these works mainly focus on only one or two targets among reducing the synchronization cost, rapid recovery, efficient access and dynamic skew handling, and they do not discuss the access method and the usage of the replicas to promote scalability and availability.
In addition, other parallel indices, which may be alternatives to our compound treatment concept, are not as suitable as the index used in our method; for example, the "FirstTierIndex" of the "aB+tree" [13] , [15] must be updated in all the PEs immediately any data reallocation. Otherwise, many requests will need to be redirected in the system, resulting an expensive overhead when the system is scaled up. "Generalized Hyperplane Tree" in [11] exploits the P2P paradigm and presents an instance of "Address Search Tree (AST)" in every node in P2P systems to record the location where the data resides; thus, when the roles of primary data and its replicas are switched during skew balancing as in our system, the new location of that primary data must be notified to all the "ASTs" in every node. Otherwise, the requests will still be sent to the original (skewed) node.
On the other hand, DHT-based structures with rangequery ability provide some other alternatives to our compound treatment configuration. Mercury [48] , which is a DST-based variant, adopts circular overlays and stores data continuously in them to support multiattribute range queries. However, besides to predecessors and successors in its own overlay, it needs to maintain extra links to other overlays. Therefore, we did not choose it for compound treatment because load balancing may become much more complicated for link management when duplicated overlays are introduced. The skip-list-based overlay Skip Graph [49] , is another choice. Unlike the original DHTs, a skip graph does not require randomized hash functions and is therefore capable of range queries, but the load balance between nodes becomes a serious problem. A proposed solution is to either increase the number of virtual servers or use an additional Skip Graph to track the load on each node. Our proposed method for the compound management of the primary and backup using a single-directory structure may also be effective in improving its load-balancing ability. However, the Skip Graph focuses on the skewed storage load, and its performance under a skewed accessing load is unclear; thus, we did not apply our strategy based on the Skip Graph.
Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a compound index treatment of the chained declustered replication scheme CompIndexCDR for sharednothing parallel database systems. As far as we know, this is the first treatment to support rapid recovery, dynamic skew handling, efficient data accessing, and reduced synchronization cost by the compound management of primary and backup data in the replication system.
CompIndexCDR has been proved to outperform other replication database solutions, including Postgres-R(SI), MySQL+proxy and Hbase, both in scalability and throughput. Moreover, it achieves better availability and scalability than ordinary DBMS, which treat the backup separately from the primary. We constructed IndepIndexCDR to make this comparison, and found that compound treatment has many benefits without diminishing throughput and scalability. In particular, failover costs much less time and has little effect on ordinary queries, and load skew is able to be dynamically and rapidly handled with less or no data migration. Furthermore, CompIndexCDR retains the virtues of IndepIndexCDR, such as no centralized server, low synchronization cost and range-query ability.
As the CPUs and I/O performance of the PC cluster we used in the experiment were slower than current up-todate systems, we consider that CompIndexCDR can achieve better performance very easily if the hardware is upgraded. Thus, we conclude that CompIndexCDR is a very good choice for parallel databases which require scalability and availability.
In this work, we have not considered the time required for restoring a backup after a failure by the data on the neighbor. The adaptive overlapped declustering method proposed in [46] is a good means of reducing the restoration time. As future work, we plan to combine adoptive overlapped declustering with CompIndexCDR. In addition, we maintained only one copy of replicas in our system under the assumptions that there is only one failure on the same data at the same time. To achieve higher reliability, multireplica solutions should be adopted. However, as discussed in this paper, the high synchronization cost of multireplica schemes should be avoided. We plan to provide multiversion management for these replicas to decrease the synchronization cost by delaying the updates on part of the replicas.
